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ABSTRACT 

In recent years, the use of wireless sensor network invade various areas (domotic/home automation 

fields, medical, industrial …), which sets up several applications such as control of energy consumption 

in the habitat, home entertainment system, security system of the intelligent home, health care, … Each 

application employed its own platform what restore the system very complex. For thus and in this paper, 

we proposed only one platform for all applications, that’s qualified to generate endless tasks. It covers 

many commands developed with a generic remote control interface created by C# language. This generic 

interface is very adaptable & adjusts oneself to TinyOS operating system requirements and able to be 

accessed via Internet using 6LoWPAN protocol. Validate the proper operation of this generic platform 

multi-tasking is approved on several levels:  

at the implementation of a proposed solution to control energy consumption in the smart home which the 

suggested solution is based on the techniques of scheduling under constraints of resources; at the 

automation of habitat and in the overall context of the intelligent home and the other to improve the 

quality of life and make it more comfortable ;across of the practical assistance and to set monitoring of 

the patient and to keep track of his statement by the doctor and that, whether at home or in the route to 

the hospital or in the hospital. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The emergence of Wireless Sensors Networks (WSNs) opens the way for the deployment of 
new applications for monitoring and controlling of enormous systems. These applications pose 
new challenges in science and technology. WSNs are considered as a special type of ad hoc 
networks. The nodes of such networks consist of a large number of low-cost, low-power and 
multifunctional sensors devices [1-4]. The position of these devices is not necessarily 
predetermined. They are randomly dispersed throughout a geographic area called sensor field 
(Figure 1). These sensors can collect and transmit autonomously environmental data through a 
multi-hop routing to a node considered as a collection point called sink node. The latter may be 
connected to the monitoring central via the Internet or Satellite. A remote user can inject 
commands into the sensor network via the sink to assign data collection, processing and 
transfer tasks to the sensors and it can later receive the data sensed by the network through the 
sink [1, 5-7]. 
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Figure 1. Basic architecture of a wireless sensor network. 

There are three types of applications for WSNs and each has its corresponding data 
communication modes: event-driven, periodic, and on-demand reporting [8]. In the event-
driven mode, sensors report the sensing data to the sink once a specified event has been 
detected. In the periodic reporting mode, sensor nodes gather information from the environment 
at predetermined times and periodically send the data to the sink. In the on-demand mode, users 
decide when to gather data. They send instructions to the WSN indicating that they wish to 
receive data and then wait for the required type of data to be sent in the requested format. The 
heterogeneous type of sensors has enabled potential enormous applications. These applications 
can be classified into two categories: monitoring and tracking [5]. Monitoring applications 
include indoor/outdoor environmental monitoring [9,10], health and wellness monitoring, 
power monitoring, inventory location monitoring, factory and process automation, and seismic 
and structural monitoring. Tracking applications include tracking objects, animals, humans, and 
vehicles. In [3-5,11-13] some of real applications are surveyed. While the study of home 
automation applications is limited to a brief review of some examples, despite that domotic is 
the way of our time. In fact, over and above health care part, the second main part in this paper 
was focused in the study of intelligent multi-tasks domotic applications which interests three 
main categories: control consumption energy & comfort, monitoring and security. These 
applications can be managed locally or remotely via a sophisticated interface. The interface 
provides a user-friendly environment and a set of functionalities that easies the interaction 
between the end-users and the WSN. The interface is characterized with modularity, which 
makes applications easily extensible.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 summarizes the related works; 
section 3 presents the basic characteristics and challenges of WSNs. The hardware and software 
systems are provided. Section 4 describes the multi-tasks platform and their applications such 
as our intelligent home automation "MyIHabitat", health care and management/administration 
of multi-tasking platform. Section 5 concludes this paper. 

2. RELATED WORK 

The majority of projects based on WSN, are specific to the type of application and desired 
needs. Several works have been accomplished in several areas such as Smart Dust, Sniper 
Detection, VigilNet in the military area, ZebraNet, Volcano Monitoring and CORIE in 
environmental area, Patient monitoring in the health care area, etc. [1,11-15]. In fact, each 
application is independent and has its proper platform. Moreover, a heterogeneous system 
means a painful management of a multitude of independent platforms. In addition, the 
extension to another application involves creating a new platform independent of the others. 

Our research consists to design and to implement a generic, multitasking and extensible system 
managing some different applications through a modular interface which is easy to manipulate, 
at a reasonable cost that minimizes energy consumption and maximizing the lifetime of system. 
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3. WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORK AND CHALLENGES 

WSNs are composed of individual embedded systems that are capable of interacting with their 
environment through various sensors, processing information locally, and communicating this 
information wirelessly with their neighbours. However, the design of a multi-tasks WSN 
consists to use enormous different sensors depending on manufacturers or the nature of the 
sensor itself such as in home automation application. In fact, this makes a challenge of the 
concept for a multi-tasks WSN platform supporting a wide range of sensors. In the following 
subsections, we present and provide the hardware and software constraints, also the challenges 
of design and deployment of WSNs. 

3.1. Hardware part 

The WSNs are usually composed of a large number of intelligent sensors communicating with 
each other via radio links for information sharing and cooperative processing [14,15]. A sensor 
node is made up of four basic components (Figure 2): a sensing unit, a processing unit, a 
transceiver unit and a power unit [1,2,16]. For application requirements, other additional units 
can be installed on the sensor, such as a location finding system, a power generator and a 
mobilizer. 

 

Figure 2. Basic physical architecture of an intelligent sensor 

Sensing units are usually composed of two subunits: sensors and analogue to digital converters 
(ADC). The processing unit, which is generally associated with a small storage unit, manages 
the procedures that make the sensor node collaborate with the other nodes to carry out the 
assigned sensing tasks. A transceiver unit connects the node to the network. One of the most 
important components of a sensor node is the power unit. However, because the sensor nodes 
are often inaccessible, the lifetime of a sensor network depends on the lifetime of the power 
resources of the nodes. In [2,3,16] some of developed hardware platforms are reviewed and 
compared such as Mica2, Cricket, MicaZ, Iris, Telos, SunSPOT, and Imote2. For instance, the 
processing unit of Mica family nodes is Atmel AVR microcontrollers with a speed of 4–16MHz 
and 128–256 kB of programmable flash.  The Mica node includes a 916 or 433MHz transceiver 
at 40 kbps, while the Mica2 platform is equipped with a 433/868/916MHz transceiver at 40 
kbps. The MicaZ and IRIS nodes are equipped with IEEE 802.15.4 compliant transceivers, 
which operate at 2.4GHz with 250 kbps data rate. Each platform has limited memory in terms 
of RAM (4–8 kB) and data memory (512 kB). 

3.2. Software part 

In addition to hardware platforms, several software platforms have also been developed 
specifically for WSNs. In [4,11,16] some of  these software platforms are explored and 
reviewed such as TinyOS, LiteOS, Contiki, EYES OS, BTnodes, etc. The most popular 
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platform is the TinyOS. One of the main reasons for this popularity is the vast code space built 
throughout the development of WSNs solutions. TinyOS is an open-source operating system. It 
uses NesC language. It incorporates a component-based architecture, which minimizes the code 
size and provides a flexible platform for implementing new communication protocols. His 
component library includes network protocols, distributed services, sensor drivers, and data 
acquisition tools, which can be further modified or improved based on the specific application 
requirements. TinyOS is based on an event-driven execution model that enables fine-grained 
power management strategies. It has a FIFO (First In First Out) scheduler that organizes tasks 
in a queue while respecting the priority of interrupt events that have more priority. If the queue 
is full, task victim is the one that holds the tail of the queue. 

3.3. Design challenges 

When designing an application based on WSNs, the fundamental issues are the cost of 
production, reliability and lifetime. However, any application design involves consideration of 
the following problems: (a) Minimize network traffic by optimizing the number of packet 
transmission. This minimization leads to minimal energy consumption and long lifetime of the 
network; (b) Offer support to be able to perform reliable multi-hop communications; (c) Ensure 
optimal routing; (d) Self organizing network - this may be necessary in many cases. A network 
comprising a large number of nodes placed in harsh environments where manual configuration 
is not feasible. Another case is when a node is inserted or removed due to lack of energy or 
physical destruction. So, the network must be able to reconfigure itself to continue its 
operation. 

4.  MULTI-TASKS PLATFORM AND THEIR APPLICATIONS 

A multi-tasking platform hardware and software was created when we realized the 
configuration and remote control of home automation equipment. Home automation is not a 
simple automation of habitat, but rather a task that specifically deals with the problem of 
control and supervision of smart home for control of energy consumption, user comfort and 
security of habitat at lower cost.    

Deployment platform that multitasking was recommended by the requirements and objectives:          
(a) implementation of a strategy to control and diagnostic equipment complying with the 
requirements of the smart home. (b) Insure service continuity of the system by minimizing the 
energy consumption of embedded sensors by optimizing communication and management of 
information collected based on a multi-agent approach. (c) Specify the reconfigurability of 
WSN: actuators allow to optimize quality of service in real time. (d) This platform is based on 
the TinyOS operating system version2.1 using the access protocol 6LoWPAN of the standard 
IEEE 802.15.4 wireless sensor network. 

4.1. Intelligent home automation 

4.1.1. Consumption control of energy and user comfort 

Recently, home automation has been dreaming since it is not limited to a mere improvement of 
user comfort, but it contributes to better energy management in order to limit such consumption 
peaks and that increasing the comfort to the detriment of the energy cost, so that equal comfort, 
energy consumption can decrease. In addition, the conjunction of intelligences, distributed 
embedded in different equipments home automation and communication systems (WSN), leads 
to an intelligent home and energy efficient. By providing the home automation equipment to 
sophisticated algorithm and powerful means of communication, it is possible not only to have a 
better control of energy consumption in the intelligent home, but also to introduce new services 
including enrolling in supervision through the development of control laws, supervision and 
reconfiguration. We are interested in both the modelling problems: problems related to 
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implementation synthesized laws and the problems of responsiveness and that in terms time, 
security, environment and quality of service. In the automation field, the contributions are 
organized around mechanisms to synthesize online technology (PLC technology) control laws 
and supervision (control, recovery, emergency, maintenance, supervision ...) suitable for the 
production environment: normal or abnormal. Thus, it is to calculate and to set online all 
decisions to be taken, both in normal (Operating degrees of freedom required by the decisional 
flexibility: real-time scheduling, optimization, selection of control laws) and abnormal (select 
an alternative healing, local reordering; calculate an optimal reconfiguration of law...). The 
energy efficiency in home automation covers two areas: control of total consumption and 
control of instantaneous consumption. The solutions to the first part relive the monitoring of 
consumption where each component or components of aggregate home automation has a chip 
capable of recording the results of consumption and to set make statistics on demand. Against, 
the control of instantaneous consumption should be apprehended by a prediction mechanism or 
by estimated scheduling which will be complemented by a system of real-time scheduling 
[17,18].  

The role of the mechanism of prediction or forecast scheduling is to find the schedules in the 
medium to long term based on estimated consumption of each component or components of the 
aggregate of home automation, able to avoid through an instantaneous management of the 
conflict of energy demand. Each automation component considers its future energy needs, 
while specifying its degree of latitude, and then forwards its forecast scheduling system (Figure 
3) that will estimate the role of building an organization of consumption during a day. In case 
of conflicting demand of energy source, real-time scheduling mechanism will have the task of 
choosing a quick solution satisfying constraints criticality including aspects of security and user 
comfort (Figure 4). The cooperative nature of such a system naturally leads to multi-agent 
paradigm and technologies that result, especially since they allow apprehend the structures of 
the variables systems (addition, removal) [19-21]. 

 

Figure 3. Scheduling system method 

An agent is an autonomous system, still active, able to listen and act on its environment. It 
belongs a society of agents (multi-agents system) and contributes to seek, through its expertise 
in search of solutions to a problem. However, multi-agents system is primarily a generic 
approach to solving the problem requires algorithms, spatial distribution and structural 
adjustment. Secondly, an organization of inter-agent interactions that led to the emergence of 
mechanisms where interactions self-organize in whole or partially. The proposed scheduling 
method takes into account the dynamic and unpredictable nature of the workshop [22,23]. The 
operation of real-time system was based on the party estimated scheduling, cost of interruption, 
the needs comfort of users and the cost of subscription set. Its role is to resolve existing 
conflicts in the day. So, the real-time scheduling is introduced to solve this conflict and in the 
following way :(α) modelling of devices and unpredictable or half-predictable when it 
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introduced the scheduler that organizes the day's activities. It is connected with all the other 
devices. (β) Exchange of information: when the user launches one of semi-unpredictable 
devices, it sends an application of energy equal to the power consumed, but we do not yet know 
his duration. The scheduler will estimate its duration. If the device ends before that time, it 
sends a message to indicate that it has released the resource. If it exceeds this time, it sends a 
message to ask for more energy.     The phases of real-time scheduling are carried out as 
follows: normal operation, the task delay, reorder unpredictable and warning devices (see 
figure4). 

 

Figure 4. Real time scheduling algorithm 

To validate the proper functioning of the platform for multitasking and quantify the 
opportunities of this system, we give the bulk of the task (application) of the platform 
multitasking processing the energy management within the habitat, and we proposed a novel 
approach of adapting and applying the techniques of scheduling under resource constraint to 
better manage energy consumption. This approach was first proposed an adaptation of the 
scheduling problem in home automation (scheduling problem where single-resource electricity 
constitute renewable resource type and disjunctive, and where the criterion to be minimized is 
no longer a maximal consumption Cmax, but a maximal power Pmax). Secondly, we showed the 
relevance of the proposed classification (predictable devices, half-predictable and 
unpredictable) that helped define an estimated scheduling. The remaining power margin has to 
accept real-time triggering devices unpredictable. In case of conflict, a real-time scheduling is 
required. Thirdly, the type components “ConnectME” have been used to manage all the 
equipments of "MyIHabitat" over Ethernet. A methodological approach to research on the 
ability of such a system has been circulated and considered. A distribution of intelligence in 
various domotic appliances has enabled these products to automatically adapt them 
(modelling), but also the needs of the user (learning). Finally, the scheduling solution has been 
obtained by a process of negotiation between agents (agent-based concept). 

 

4.1.2. Monitoring and security 

This application is intended to provide a level of safety in an intelligent manner to habitat. The 
tasks to be undertaken are as follows: provide habitat security against thefts and intrusions: the 
detection of any event generates some scenarios of surveillance such as reactions lighting 
evolutionary starting by the garden; then, lighting indoor and finally triggering the alarm. To 
deceive the attackers and thieves with presence simulation by controlling the lighting in 
different parts of the habitat and combined with some household appliances like TV that is a 
considered solution possibly when the user is outside the habitat. Surveillance cameras 
accessible locally and remotely can save any attack action and alerts the user that is the 
capabilities to remote control his habitat. Provide secure habitat against fires: the use of sensors 
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to detect gas leaks, smoke or elevated temperature in excess of the normal threshold, alert the 
user and control the appropriate reaction such as stop the gas valve and open the windows for 
exhaust gas leakage from the habitat; detection of structural abnormalities causes alert the user 
to act appropriately before the disaster. 

4.2. Health care 

The use of WSN technology in the medical field has allowed the monitoring of patients, the 
diagnosis of their statements, and their assistance and monitoring via mobile sensor nodes. In 
the following, we present the proper functioning of the multitasks-generic platform with mobile 
sensor nodes. Subsequently, you find the source code of zone-based hierarchical routing 
protocol used to : network partition in virtual zone; trunk zones table construction set (inter-
zone routing table at chief border nodes when node n receives a packet p; inter-zone routing 
table at border nodes when source node n wants to sent data to destination node n’;...). 

 Zone-based Hierarchical Routing Protocol 

I- A network Algorithm Partitioning into Virtual Zones: 

INPUT : R  
PART A :  

IF (n is an inviting node) THEN  
      Send a packet P (n.NodeId, ANY, n.ZONEID, INVITATION, NORMAL, R-1)[only once]  
ENDIF  
PART B :  

IF (n receives a packet P) THEN  
      PART B.1 :  
IF (P.Subject = INVITATION) THEN  
      IF (n.ZoneId is undefined) THEN  
            Join the zone [n.ZONEID := P.ZONEID]  
            IF (P.TTL = 0) THEN  
                  n.NodeType := BORDER  
                  Send a P’(n.NodeId, ANY, n.ZONEID, BORDER, n.NodeType, 1)  
            ELSE  
                  Send a packet P'(n.NodeId, ANY, n.ZONEID, INVITATION, n.NodeType, P.TTL -1)  
            ENDIF  
      ELSE  
            IF (n.ZONEID ≠ P.ZONEID) THEN  
                  n.NodeType := BORDER  
                  Send a packet P’(n.NodeId, ANY, n.ZONEID, DISAGREEMENT, n.NodeType, 1)  
                  n.BorderTable.add(P.ZONEID, P.SrcId)  
ENDIF  ENDIF ENDIF  
PART B.2 :  
IF (P.Subject = BORDER OR P.Subject = DISAGREEMENT) THEN  
      IF (n.ZONEID ≠ P.ZONEID) THEN  
            n.NodeType := BORDER   
            n.BorderTable.add(P.ZONEID, P.SrcId)  
            IF (BorderTable is modified) THEN  
                  Send a packet P’(n.NodeId, ANY, n.ZONEID, BORDER, n.NodeType, 1)  
ENDIF ENDIF ENDIF  
PART C :  
IF (P.Subject = NEW_NODE) THEN  
      Send a packet P’(n.NodeId, P.SrcId, n.ZONEID, INVITATION, n.NodeType, 1)  
ENDIF ENDIF  
OUTPUT : BorderTable, ZoneID, NodeType at node n 
II- Algorithm for Sending the Inter-Zone Table by the Head Node: 

IF (n.NodeType = CHIEF-BORDER) THEN  
PART A :  
TempZones := Ø 
For each entryRT in IntraZoneRoutingTable | entryRT.NodeType = BORDER DO  

      For each zone in entryRT.ZoneIds | zone  TempZones DO  
            Send a packet P (n.NodeId, entryRT.NextHopId, entryRT.DestNodeId, n.ZoneId,               
            UPDATE_TABLE, n.InterZoneRoutingTable)  
      Save zone in TempZones  
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ENDDO ENDDO  
PART B :  
For each entryBT in BorderTable DO  
For each node in entryBT.BorderNodesIds DO  
            Choose randomly node from entryBT.BorderNodesIds  
            Send a packet P’ (n.NodeId, node, NULL, n.ZoneId, UPDATE_TABLE,             
            n.InterZoneRoutingTable)  
ENDDO ENDDO ENDIF 
III- Algorithm for Constructing the Inter-Zone Table: 

INPUT : InterZoneRoutingTable at CHIEF-BORDER nodes  

When node n receives a packet P  

PART A :  
IF (n.NodeType = NORMAL) THEN  
      Find entryRT in IntraZoneRoutingTable | entryRT.DestNodeId = P.FinalDestId  
      Send a packet P’(n.NodeId, entryRT.NextHopId, P.FinalDestId n.ZoneId,P.Subject, P.ZoneT)  
ELSE  
PART B :  

IF (n.NodeType = CHIEF-BORDER) THEN  
      UPDATE n.InterZoneRoutingTable  
      IF (InterZoneRoutingTable is not complet) THEN  
            TempZones := Ø 
For each entryRT in IntraZoneRoutingTable | entryRT.NodeType = BORDER DO  

For each zone in entryRT.ZoneIds | zone  TempZones DO  
            Send a packet P’(n.NodeId, entryRT.NextHopId, entryRT.DestNodeId, n.ZoneId,             
            UPDATE_TABLE, n.InterZoneRoutingTable)  
            Save zone in TempZones  
ENDDO ENDDO  
For each entryBT in BorderTable DO  
      Choose randomly node from entryBT.BorderNodesIds  
      Send a packet P’ (n.NodeId, node, NULL, n.ZoneId, UPDATE_TABLE,  
      n.InterZoneRoutingTable)  
ENDDO  
ELSE  
For each entryRT in IntraZoneRoutingTable | entryRT.NodeType = BORDER DO  
            Send a packet P’(n.NodeId, entryRT.NextHopId, entryRT.DestNodeId, n.ZoneId,    
            COMPLET_TABLE, n.InterZoneRoutingTable)  
ENDDO ENDIF  
ELSE  
PART C :  
IF (n.ZoneId ≠ P.ZoneId) THEN  
       Find entryRT in IntraZoneRoutingTable | entryRT.NodeType = CHIEF-BORDER  
       Send a packet P’(n.NodeId, entryRT.NextHopId, entryRT.DestNodeId, n.ZoneId, P.Subject,        
       P.InterZoneRoutingTable)  
ELSE  
IF (n.NodeId = P.FinalDestId) THEN  
IF (P.Subject = UPDATE_TABLE) THEN  
      For each entryBT in BorderTable DO  
              Choose randomly node from entryBT.BorderNodesIds  
              Send a packet P’ (n.NodeId, node, NULL, n.ZoneId, P.Subject, P.ZoneT)  
       ENDDO  
ELSE  
         Save P.ZoneT in n.InterZoneRoutingTable  
ENDIF  
ELSE  
     Find entryRT in IntraZoneRoutingTable | entryRT.DestNodeId = P.FinalDestId  
     Send a packet P’(n.NodeId, entryRT.NextHopId, P.DestNodeId, n.ZoneId,P.Subject, P.ZoneT)  
ENDIF ENDIF ENDIF ENDIF  

OUTPUT : InterZoneRoutingTable at BORDER nodes 

IV- Applied Algorithm by the Source Node when Sending a Data Packet: 

When source node n wants to send DATA to destination node n’  

PART A :  

IF (n.ZoneId = n’.ZoneId) THEN  
       Find entryRT in IntraZoneRoutingTable | entryRT.DestNodeId = n’.NodeId  
       Send a packet P (n.NodeId, n’.NodeId, entryRT.NextHopId, n’.NodeId, n’.ZoneId, DATA)  
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ELSE  
PART B :  
IF (n.NodeType = NORMAL) THEN  
      TempNodes := Ø 
      For each entryRT in IntraZoneRoutingTable | entryRT.NodeType = BORDER DO  
      For each zone in entryRT.ZoneIds DO  
IF (zone = n’.ZoneId) THEN  
     Save entryRT.DestNodeId in TempNodes  
  ENDIF ENDDO  ENDDO  
IF (TempNodes ≠ Ø) THEN  
       Choose randomly destNode from TempNodes  
       Find entryRT in IntraZoneRoutingTable | entryRT.DestNodeId = destNode  
       Send a packet P (n.NodeId, destNode, entryRT.NextHopId, n’.NodeId, n’.ZoneId, DATA)  
ELSE  
       Find randomly entryRT in IntraZoneRoutingTable | entryRT.NodeType = BORDER  
       Send P (n.NodeId, entryRT.DestNodeId, entryRT.NextHopId, n’.NodeId, n’.ZoneId, DATA)  
ENDIF  
ELSE  
PART C :  
IF (∃entryBT in BorderTable | n’.ZoneId = entryBT.neighZoneId) THEN  
      Choose randomly node from entryBT.borderNodesIds  
      Send P (n.NodeId, node, node, n’.NodeId, n’.ZoneId, DATA)  
ELSE  
      Find entryZone in InterZoneRoutingTable | entryZone.DestZoneId = n’.ZoneId  
      IF (∃ entryBT in BorderTable | entryZone.NextZoneId = entryBT.neighZoneId) THEN  
      Choose randomly node from entryBT.borderNodesIds  
      Send P (n.NodeId, node, node, n’.NodeId, n’.ZoneId, DATA)  
ELSE  
         TempNodes := Ø  
For each entryRT in IntraZoneRoutingTable | entryRT.NodeType = BORDER DO  
For each zone in entryRT.ZoneIds DO  
IF (zone = entryZone.NextZoneId) THEN  
       Save entryRT.DestNodeId in TempNodes  
ENDIF ENDDO ENDDO  
Choose randomly destNode from TempNodes  
Find entryRT in IntraZoneRoutingTable | entryRT.DestNodeId = destNode  
Send a packet P (n.NodeId, destNode, entryRT.NextHopId, n’.NodeId, n’.ZoneId, DATA)  
ENDIF ENDIF ENDIF ENDIF 
V- Applied Algorithm when Receiving a Data Packet: 

When a node n receives a data packet P  

PART A :  
IF (n.NodeId = P.FinalDestId) THEN  
       Process P.data  
ELSE  

PART B :  
IF (n.ZoneId = P.DestZoneId) THEN  
       Find entryRT in IntraZoneRoutingTable | entryRT.DestNodeId = P.FinalDestId  
      Send a packet P’ (n.NodeId, P.FinalDestId, entryRT.NextHopId, P.FinalDestId,   
       P.DestZoneId, P.data)  
ELSE  
PART C :  

PART C.1 :  

IF (n.NodeType = NORMAL) THEN  
        Find entryRT in IntraZoneRoutingTable | entryRT.DestNodeId = P.LocallDestId  
        Send a packet P’ (n.NodeId,P.localDestId,entryRT.NextHopId,P.FinalDestId,  
        P.DestZoneId,P.data)  
ELSE  

PART C.2 :  
IF (∃ entryBT in BorderTable | entryBT.neighZoneId = P.DestZoneId) THEN  
       Choose randomly node from entryBT.borderNodesIds  
       Send P’(n.NodeId, node, node, P.FinalDestId, P.DestZoneId, P.data)  
ELSE  

PART C.3 :  
      TempNodes := Ø  
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For each entryRT in IntraZoneRoutingTable | entryRT.NodeType = BORDER DO  
For each zone in entryRT.ZoneIds DO  
IF (zone = P.DestZoneId) THEN  
        Save entryRT.DestNodeId in TempNodes  
ENDIF ENDDO ENDDO  
IF (TempNodes ≠ Ø) THEN  
Choose randomly destNode from TempNodes  
Find entryRT in IntraZoneRoutingTable | entryRT.DestNodeId = destNode  
Send P’(n.NodeId, destnode, entryRT.NextHopId, P.FinalDestId, P.DestZoneId, P.data)  
ELSE  
PART C.4 :  
Find entryZone in InterZoneRoutingTable | entryZone.DestZoneId = P.DestZoneId  
IF (∃ entryBT in BorderTable |entryBT.neighZoneId = entryZone.NextZoneId) THEN  
         Choose randomly node from entryBT.borderNodesIds  
         Send P’(n.NodeId, node, node, P.FinalDestId, P.DestZoneId, P.data)  
ELSE  
PART C.5 :  
TempNodes := Ø  
For each entryRT in IntraZoneRoutingTable | entryRT.NodeType = BORDER DO  
For each zone in entryRT.ZoneIds DO  
IF (zone = entryZone.NextZoneId) THEN  
                 Save entryRT.DestNodeId in TempNodes  
ENDIF ENDDO ENDDO  
Choose randomly destNode from TempNodes  
Find entryRT in IntraZoneRoutingTable | entryRT.DestNodeId = destNode  
Send a packet P’ (n.NodeId, destnode, entryRT.NextHopId, P.FinalDestId, P.DestZoneId, P.data)  
ENDIF ENDIF ENDIF ENDIF ENDIF ENDIF 
 
 

4.3. Management and administration of multi-tasking platform 

A smart home energy efficient and secure requires not only the implementation and installation 
of a multitude of electronic devices and sensor nodes but also the design and development of a 
software platform that hides material entities manipulation complexity. This platform will be 
equipped with a graphical user interface (GUI) that creates a virtual environment easier to use 
by users. However, our platform provides an interface automation multitasking modular, 
scalable and easy to operate. Our platform enables the management, monitoring and control 
equipment simultaneously each application on the one hand, and secondly the wireless sensor 
nodes installed. In addition, users can remotely monitor and manage their habitats through a 
dedicated Web interface. The physical structure of our platform is composed of three layers: 
physical layer, management layer and application layer.             (a) The application layer 
consists of GUI, which provides the user with the services of monitoring, management and 
control of each task. (b) the control layer consists of a set of modules allow for the collection 
and recording of sensor data in the database, analyzing data and implementing an appropriate 
scenario, the control and management of equipment and sensor nodes and the configuration of 
the control interface of the application to the user. (c) The physical layer contains the sensor 
nodes responsible for collecting such data in our application of intelligent home (temperature, 
humidity, gas) and nodes (sink) for transferring data to the treatment station. It also includes 
actuators that control equipment (air conditioners, fans, cameras ...) installed in our smart 
houses.                   The Web server allows the user to control and monitor its application 
remotely via a Web interface. 
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Figure 5. Physical structure of our platform 

Our platform provides an intelligent behaviour in the environment such as habitat or for any 
other application. Instead of a group of sophisticated equipment, it creates an integrated 
environment in which the system can infer and react appropriately in response to changing 
conditions and events, and if necessary alert the occupants of the house. This environment uses 
an XML (eXtensible Markup Language) database. On this basis, there exists: the data collected 
by the sensors, the events triggered, programmed scenarios, users with their access rights and 
configuration of the platform (available applications, sensor nodes, GUI, architecture of habitat 
...). Among the most important steps in the process of implementation of the generic interface 
dedicated for multi-tasking is the design using UML (Unified Modelling Language). To 
validate the proper operating of our generic interface multitasking, we run on our application of 
"MyIHabitat (Figure 6).  

 

 

Figure 6. Class diagram of the platform "MyIHabitat" 
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Through our platform, users can easily manage all components of its habitat, for example: 
electrical equipment, doors, shutters, security cameras, the sensor nodes and the same GUI 
command provided by the platform (buttons, panels...). Indeed, using a dynamic interface - 
modular and scalable proposed, the user can adapt the sensor nodes for other new applications 
in the platform (extensible platform). The interface of the platform, in the case of "MyIHabitat", 
consists of a main menu allowing access to different topics: (α) habitat architecture configuring 
interface: the user must define the rooms of habitat types and to control and order them 
separately. (β) deployment-control and sensor remote: In this interface, users can manage their 
matching WSN as tree containing all sensors with their statements. Possibly the control, 
activation or deactivation of a sensor will be in this category. A simple click on a sensor can 
view the newspaper operation, frames sent, error rate, type, status...       (γ) User Configuration: 
In this interface, the administrator adds or deletes users and attributes access rights. A task not 
permitted to a user, it does not appear after authentication. (δ) Configuration of various 
applications: This step is very important for the large number of sensors that can be deployed 
and the large mass of collected data and scenarios / events that are configured for user comfort 
and habitat monitoring. 

5. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have been proposed and analysed an optimal-generic-multitasking platform 
using WSN and its operation. The proposed solution improved the significant performance to 
the WSN applied in the intelligent home automation fields, medical area ... and overcome 
several disadvantages of the conventional platform. The multitasks-generic platform has been 
solved two problems concerning the complexity of the system and the performance. The 
effectiveness of the multi-tasks platform has showed and approved viewpoint of management, 
simpleness, robustness, preciseness, and particularly when the interface number of the proposed 
system is decreased by 1/N compared with the conventional system, taken into account N tasks. 
The improvements in the execution, concerning the time and the speed of the proposed system 
have made rapid progress with Jen 5139 module. 
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